Shahd Najjar

I am Shahd Najjar and I am a Telecommunication Engineer. I am from Palestine and I got the
chance to have an internship from IAESTE in Serbia at Institute Mihailo Pupin this summer.
This chance was the bset chance I have got ever. Firstly, I want to talk about Serbia which is
one of the most beautiful areas I’ve ever seen. The most thing I liked about it is its nature,
it’s full of green areas, and I liked the historical places there too. I had the chance to visit
Novi Saad which stole my heart. Moreover, I really liked the people there, there are very
kind and helpfull. Secondly, I want to talk about the IMP which was my second home. There,
I had the chance to meet lovely people who helped me a lot to get all the needed and useful
knowledge in my filed. I had tasks related to Acoustic Camera project on MATLAB and that
was really interesting. I want to thank my supervisor Ms. Valentina for her kindness and
help, also I want to thank Vladimir who helped me in understanding many things.
The working environment in the institute was so comfortable and they offered us a daily
meal which was really good and tasty. I also liked the desert they offered for us a lot. I met
new collegues from different areas there and I loved them so much.
This chance gave me a lot of experience and I became more self-independent. The words
can’t describe how much I am grateful for everything they offered for me at the institue. It
wasn’t just a chance, but It was really a beautiful and an amazing chance.
I will sure visit Serbia again one day, because it’s full of beautiful people and sites to visit.
At the end, I want to thank IAESTE for this opportunity since I was the first Palestinian who
could visit Serbia for training, and I want to thank the IMP which offers such chances for
students.

